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Program Goals

• Learning a foreign language is an integral 

component to educating 21st century citizens 

to become productive members of our global 

society. Their study of a foreign language 

develops language and communication skills, 

cultural knowledge as well as critical 21st

century skills that students need to be 

successful in the future. 



Immediate Goals

• consistent use of target language,

• embrace the goal of graduating students who are 
proficient in at least one language in addition to 
English,

• classrooms that are culturally appropriate with 
print rich materials, 

• review of current research, pedagogy, and 
language documents (Standards, Common Core 
Crosswalk with foreign language, The Keys to 
Assessing Language Performance, etc.)

• use of all available professional development and 
meeting time to bring the entire department 
together to begin to build an articulated program







Target Language Use

• The teacher will use the target language in the 
classroom as exclusively as possible (90% plus) at 
all levels of instruction during instructional time 
and, when feasible beyond the classroom. 
Effective foreign language instruction must 
provide significant levels of meaningful 
communication and interactive feedback in the 
target language in order for students to develop 
language and cultural proficiency.
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Help Kids See the Big Picture

From Drive By Daniel H. Pink



Short Term Goals- 1-2 years 

•expansion of elementary Spanish program to the 
younger grades

– 1.0 FTE to deliver Spanish to grades K-1 for 15 minutes 3 
days per week

– 1.0 FTE to deliver Spanish to grade 2-3 for 15 minutes 3 
days per week

•introduce a Mandarin program 1.0 FTE

– For 2013-2014: .2 FTE at Whisconier (one section for 

grade 7), .2 FTE at Brookfield High School in year 1 (grade 

9), with .2 for curriculum development and planning and 

.4 middle and high school after school support for 

students, after school clubs, and in school 

activities/performances in year one



Short Term Goals - 1-2 years, cont.

• dedicated funds for curriculum development for an 

elementary Spanish program

• dedicated curriculum development time for foreign 

language in light of 21st century skills and the new 

Common Core State Standards

• establishment of a multimedia language lab at the 

middle school

• review middle school schedule to allow for daily 

instruction in Spanish in 5th and 6th grades

• continue to offer a minimum  of three World 

Language choices to high school students





Why Chinese?

• The rise of China presents new economic, political and 
social realities that demand greater U.S. engagement 
at every level. As the foundation of that engagement, 
we need to raise the number of Americans who can 
demonstrate a functional proficiency in Chinese.

• China ’s tremendous economic growth creates new 
opportunities and challenges for U.S. businesses. 
Between 1978 and 2002, China's annual GDP growth 
reached three times the world's average, and in recent 
years China accounted for one third of global economic 
growth.



More about why Chinese

• China ’s political importance in the Asia-Pacific region 
is broadly acknowledged and, particularly since 9/11, 
its help has been sought on difficult issues like North 
Korea and terrorism. Collaboration with China is 
increasingly deemed essential for solving a range of 
global issues, from nuclear proliferation to the 
environment, from currency exchange to trade laws.

• As the most enduring world civilization, China has a 
major international cultural presence, in literature and 
cuisine, in music and film, dance and art, religion and 
philosophy, drawing on its tremendous heritage to 
enrich our present.



More about why Chinese

• An official language of the United Nations, Chinese is 
the most widely spoken first language in the world, 
extending beyond the People’s Republic of China and 
Taiwan to Indonesia , Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Brunei, to the Philippines, and to Mongolia.

• In the United States the Asian and Pacific Islander 
population is projected to grow 213 percent, from 10.7 
million to 33.4 million, in the next 50 years, a 
substantial demographic shift. Their share of the 
nation’s population will double, from 3.8 percent to 8 
percent.



More about why Chinese

• China has a major international cultural presence—
literature and cuisine, music and film, dance and art, 
religion and philosophy—drawing on its tremendous 
past heritage.

• As China develops and gains economic and political 
strength, China will soon become the most important 
single strategic relationship facing the United States.

• One quarter of the world’s population speaks Chinese. 
It is recognized as one of the critical languages that is 
in high demand.



More about why Chinese

“It’s a great way to gain insight into the fastest  
growing player in the global community.”

“It’s challenging and fun. We are exposed to a lot of 
Chinese culture.”

“I would recommend this class for practical 
purposes.  In the real world and future, it will most 
likely be useful to have a base understanding of 
Mandarin.”





Long Term Goals – 3-5 years

• provide World Language department 
leadership with 1.0 FTE World Language 
Department Curriculum Specialist

• add Spanish to 4th grade for 15 minutes 3 
times per week

• dedicated funds for curriculum development 
for a Mandarin program

• establishment of a multimedia language lab at 
the high school




